
I, Emmanuel Anthony, hereby declare before myself, others and the divine intelligence (Grand Organized 
Design) that my primary purpose in life is to live an inspiring life daily, share Quantum Equilibrium™, 
teachings and technology of which guarantee humans to experience love, gratitude and presence 
regardless of their age, race or creed. 
 
On a daily basis I am blessed to spend countless hours reading, writing, researching, teaching, healing, On a daily basis I am blessed to spend countless hours reading, writing, researching, teaching, healing, 
traveling globally and organizing systems/programs that shift paradigms in human potential and 
awareness. My companies and educational foundations/platforms transcend the consensus reality form of 
thinking in order to expand human consciousness to deeper realms of truth. In doing so assisting the 
human race in understanding the true Grand Organized Design and how to apply universal laws directly to 
their highest value/mission on earth. 
 
My body of work will leave an immortal legacy on planet earth, one of which will hold knowledge/universal My body of work will leave an immortal legacy on planet earth, one of which will hold knowledge/universal 
principles and truths that will stand the test of time. I am abundant in mindset and have been said by 
billions to be the smartest man on planet earth in my knowledge of all seven areas of life and applied 
sciences. 
 
I travel internationally/interstate weekly and connect with a universal audience collecting vast amounts of I travel internationally/interstate weekly and connect with a universal audience collecting vast amounts of 
knowledge while also assisting, empowering and educating large groups in the billions weekly to maximize 
their potential and open their hearts/minds to the truths of the universe, As well as their roles as celestial 
beings. My family travels with me on this mission as they enjoy exploring their highest values and living a 
very privileged and lavish lifestyle. 
 
I am an amazing manager of millions and have read 100,000+ books, I fill my mind with over 1,500 books I am an amazing manager of millions and have read 100,000+ books, I fill my mind with over 1,500 books 
yearly in the chosen area’s I select to master, I have a genius mind and that mind is capable of retaining 
all that I read/study. I appreciate and it is high in my value to learn the vast amount of knowledge that 
planet earth has to offer in many forms. My principles allow the average person to be able to gain an 
understanding of the tools, resources and mindset necessary to achieve life mastery in all seven area’s of 
their life. 
 
I am truly loving and grateful everyday for my loved ones (people I meet and have met under the alias of I am truly loving and grateful everyday for my loved ones (people I meet and have met under the alias of 
friends, family, large amount of staff). I travel the world and step foot in 100+ countries sharing my 
message in any way appropriate on my divine mission of love and gratitude. I will travel any distance and 
do whatever it takes to share my message of love and gratitude in this life time and beyond.

If you believe you can assist in accomplishing this life mission, we would love to hear from you.
1300 791 552
info@quantumequilibrium.com.au

The following is Emmanuel H Anthony’s mission statement for all areas of human life.

MISSION STATEMENT


